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Highly reflective 
lead kit for greater visibilty

Reflect
Suitable for

Distribution Line

Suitable for 
Rail Line
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Bright
ideal for night-time working

ideal for inspection
During Day During Night

S9B Reflect Kit

Special DEP Earth with Reflect Aluflex 

PENTA P&B Reflect cable is a revolutionary new product which 
allows for quick identification due to its orange band. The reflective 
band aids location and checking of earths on site at night. The clear 
outer sheath allows inspection of the fine aluminium strands unlike 
traditional orange Aluflex leads.

The PENTA P&B Reflect DEP earth is specially designed 
for use within the rail industry. Its reflective properties 
allow operators and authorised personnel to easily 
locate the position and check proper fitting of the earth 
at night, whilst the orange appearance ensures the 
purpose of the lead is clearly identified.
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Manufacturing Excellence.

Design Expertise. 

Based in Corsham, UK, PENTA P&B manufactures its large range on modern CNC machining 
systems from high quality materials. Assembly and finishing is carried out by trained 
operatives in compliance with the highest standards. Stock holding capabilities means that 
our lead times can work around our customers’ needs. 

As trusted suppliers to the electricity supply industry for many decades, PENTA P&B often 
design bespoke solutions for our customers. Using cutting edge technology and highly 
experienced engineers, PENTA P&B pride ourselves on innovation. 

fromKitReflect

For a life on the line.
Built on a history of over 80 years, PENTA P&B is a market leader in the design and manufacture 
of a comprehensive range of Portable Earthing Equipment. This is used to provide short 
circuit protection and to control induced voltages and associated currents within substations, 
on overhead transmission and distribution lines and within the electrified rail network. 
PENTA P&B also manufacture a range of protection, monitoring and indicating instruments. 
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